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1. Introduction

Prior research has underscored the significance of ethnic minority businesses in socioeconomic terms, as well as the range and magnitude of barriers such businesses face (Ram & Jones, 1998; Ram & Barrett, 2000, Deakins & Freel, 2003). This stream of research highlights the pressing need for ethnic minority suppliers (EMSs) breaking out of traditional sectors of low valued added activity. Supplier diversity initiatives appear to be a potent vehicle to this end (Ram et al., 2002; Ram & Smallbone, 2003). Recently, private and public sector initiatives relating to supplier diversity aim to level the play field for ethnic minority firms and involve large purchasing organisations (LPOs) diversifying their supply base by purchasing from EMSs (Ram & Smallbone, 2003).

The concept of supplier diversity is gaining momentum, attracting increasingly the attention of academics, policy makers and purchasing professionals, as there are considerable benefits for LPOs (e.g. efficiency, market insight and/or innovative input) and EMSs (e.g. knowledge gains) engaging with supplier diversity (CIPS, 2005; CRE, 2006). A careful review of academic journals and textbooks reveals the paucity of research published in minority supplier diversity/development and LPO – EMS relationship domains (Giunipero 1980, 1981; Dollinger & Dailly, 1989; Dollinger et al., 1991; Pearson et al., 1993, Krause et al., 1999). Recently it has been suggested that supplier diversity initiatives can function as platforms for EMSs strategic learning (Theodorakopoulos et al., 2005; Theodorakopoulos & Ram, 2006). Nevertheless, although the scant research in supplier diversity highlights the significance of relationship factors to the success of supplier diversity/improvement programmes (e.g. Pearson et al., 1993), yet, purchaser-supplier relationship management as a vehicle for...
enhancing EMS learning and supply capabilities development has not been examined to any length within the context of supplier diversity. Furthermore, from a LPO perspective, the increasing significance of the procurement function and decision-making underlie the need for improving the purchasing professional practice, in order to improve suppliers’ learning and supply capabilities, and ultimately the LPO’s competitive position. This creates an axiomatic need for instructive theory and best practice in this realm (Giannakis et al., 2000). Indeed, the recognition of supply chain management as a pivotal area, both in the public and private sector has brought into sharp focus specific purchasing and supply topics. A review of the International Purchasing and Supply Evaluation and Research Association (ISPERA) conference proceedings of the last 15 years indicates the increasing interest expressed in supplier evaluation and development and, linked to these, the examination of purchaser-supplier relationships (see for instance Morlacchi et al., 2002).

It has to be noted that the knowledge base built in these areas is by and large the product of research in larger purchasers and suppliers, rendering questionable its relevance and utility for small firms (Ramsay, 1994, Morrissey & Pittaway, 2006) and EMSs in particular. Thus, the aim of this chapter is to consider the characteristics of the relationship between LPOs and EMSs engaged with supplier diversity programmes that enable or constrain EMSs learning and supply capabilities development and provide a relationship assessment and management tool. The next section examines relevant literature on supply chain learning (SCL).

2. Learning at the interface of purchasing and supplying organisations

The White Paper on UK competitiveness (2000) has highlighted the ability of an organisation to learn and embed knowledge in production as pivotal to sustainable growth. Organisational growth is deemed as an outcome of organisational learning, which underlies changes in some key organisational properties, “…such as systems, structures, procedures, culture and schemata which reflect and are reflected in, changing patterns of action (routines and strategies)” (Knight, 2002, p. 432). With regard to the latter, building supply capabilities and effecting concomitant changes in products and/or processes activities is reliant on institutionalising appropriate mechanisms for the capture and sharing of information and knowledge relevant to supply requirements, opportunities and competitive performance. These mechanisms are regarded as routines and are instrumental in discovering and effectively exploiting opportunities, which constitutes the essence of entrepreneurship and small business growth.

In this respect, the absorptive capacity of an organisation determines its ability to “recognize the value of new, external information, assimilate the information, and then apply the learned knowledge to its own internal product and service output” (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990, p. 128). The development of absorptive capacity is critical in the revitalisation of existing capabilities and the creation of new core competences and competitive advantages.

2 Depending on how substantial these changes are, they can be perceived as synonymous to innovatory behaviour. The literature suggests that such changes underpin small business growth (see for instance Smallbone et. al., 1995)
over time. The fact that firms operate within supply chains/networks dictates examining organisational interfaces that enable learning. In a buyer-supplier interface there is an exchange of resources, information and knowledge being among these. The relationship between a LPO and an EMS would most certainly influence the quantity and quality of information provided by the LPO, which depending on the EMS’s absorptive capacity would potentially feed into the development of pertinent capabilities that match LPO’s supply requirements and give rise to innovatory products and/or processes. This brings to centre stage inter-organisational relationships and attendant learning processes contributing to this end.

Yet, understanding of such inter-firm learning and knowledge development processes through which supply capabilities are generated is an issue that remains fragmented and poorly developed within the supply chain literature. Inter-organisational learning, that is learning occurring beyond the boundaries of individual organisations, has certainly received attention (e.g. Croom & Batchelor 1997, Batchelor 1998; Larsson et al., 1998; Dyer & Nobeoka, 2000; Croom, 2001; Bessant et. al., 2003; Bessant, 2004). Nonetheless, such research presents essential differences. Inter-organisational learning can mean learning in groups or dyads (e.g. Croom & Batchelor 1997, Batchelor 1998; Larsson et al., 1998; Croom, 2001) or relate to collective learning of a group of organisations belonging to a network (e.g. Dyer & Nobeoka, 2000; Knight, 2002), or even learning within a spectrum of groupings including gradations between dyad learning and network learning (Bessant et al., 2003; Bessant, 2004), with various levels of multi-firm arrangements.

Bessant et al. (2003) and Bessant (2004) discuss their experience with six SCL cases, where they examined different groupings of firms in different sectors, designed to leverage learning within given supply chain configurations. They claim that a proper SCL scheme involves a central coordinating firm, such a LPO playing an active role in assisting processes of learning amongst other firms in the value chain. In their typology of learning networks they include a ‘supplier or value stream based’ grouping, where the learning target relates to achieving standards of best practice in quality, delivery, cost reduction etc. Particular firms supplying to a major purchaser like a LPO is an example of this type. Their empirical evidence suggests that SCL programmes potentially enable learning at both the operational and strategic level and underlines enabling and constraining factors. Although their research does not deal with small suppliers/EMSs (at least not explicitly), their experience indicates that SCL can yield gains at both individual firm level and at the system level, as there were improvements both for the main customer and its suppliers.

This chapter deals with EMS learning taking place within the context of the purchaser-supplier dyad, i.e. between a LPO and an EMS. Two kinds of learning - adaptive and generative (Senge, 1990) - are used within a supply chain context to classify EMS’s learning. When the learning outcome is straightforward, for example relatively minor adjustment of the production system to improve efficiency resulting from application of best practice, or compliance to new regulatory standards that require trivial changes in the production and/or administrative system, adaptive learning is taking place. Conversely, when the existing paradigm has to be replaced by a new one, resulting in fundamental changes in operations and/or management systems, processes or relationships, then generative
learning occurs\(^3\). Generative learning is more difficult to achieve and is often associated with strategic learning (e.g. Chaston & Mangles, 2002). In supply chain context, process-oriented supplier change, as opposed to results-oriented change, (Hartley & Jones, 1997) may require generative learning.

Examining supplier diversity from a supply chain learning (SCL) perspective provides an opportunity for theory building that cuts across different categories, providing an integrating view of characteristics of inter-organisational relationships, in particular those between LPOs and EMSs and the effect of such relationships on EMS learning. Hence, this chapter is primarily concerned with developing a framework that could enhance understanding of EMS learning within an inter-organisational (LPO - EMS) context and be used as a relationship assessment and management tool. Focus is on the interface and the facets of relationships between LPOs and EMSs that enable or constrain EMS learning processes that underlie the creation of supply capabilities. The next section deals with characteristics that determine the potency of purchaser-supplier relationships.

3. Characteristics of the relationship between purchaser and supplier

If competitive advantage is the ultimate objective of supply chain management, then a key focal area must be the development and control of inter-organisational interactions (Hoyt & Huq, 2000; Quayle, 2000; Croom & Watt, 2000; Croom, 2001; Macpherson, 2001; Macpherson & Wilson, 2003). Indeed, research on supplier development in general and supplier diversity in particular (Pearson et al., 1993) points out the significance of relationship building. Cousins (2001) propounds a two-dimensional typology of relationships based on level of certainty and level of dependency. These result in four types of inter-organisational relationships: traditional/adversarial, opportunistic behaviour, tactical and strategic collaboration. With regard to the latter, Cousins and Sperkman (2003, p.25) report that across industry sectors the main reasons for entering into collaboration are cost reduction, deliver and quality improvements, followed by supply strategies. Yet, they affirm that the true gains emanate from the flow of expertise, technology and experience “…among the supply chain partners, so that knowledge is shared, even jointly developed, thereby giving the entire supply chain a competitive advantage”. They maintain that in these instances, there is a quite likely that value is brought to the marketplace that is not easily copied and is sustainable”. This is plausible as inter-organisational learning processes entail a high degree of social complexity (Andersen & Christensen, 2000).

Factors moderating the relationship between purchaser and supplier include competitive pressures and priorities, resource availability, internal relationships, and purchasing and marketing abilities for buyers and suppliers respectively, degree of power and dependency (Lamming et al., 1996, Forker et al., 1999, Krause et al., 2000). Power and dependency have a profound impact on purchaser-supplier relationships. They are determined predominantly by the size of the organisations involved, prevailing inter-industrial characteristics\(^4\) and

---

\(^3\) The distinction between adaptive and generative learning is not always clear and depends \textit{inter alia} on the perspective one selects, in terms of level and timescales of analysis and the pint in time the analysis takes place (see for example Knight, 2002, p.21).

\(^4\) Although we are primarily concerned with the dyadic relationship, often firms belong to supply networks that cut across industry boundaries as buyers and suppliers may operate
institutional arrangements – although perceptions of power and dependency *per se* play a significant role (Lamming, *et al*., 1996; Cox 2001) - and influence the relationship facets. Although EMSs/small enterprises are a key feature of almost every post-industrial economy, surprisingly, the relationship management literature has been developed by studying mainly large organisations, and there is limited research examining power and dependency from the standpoint of the EMS. However, although organisational size asymmetries and order size have a great bearing on supplier dependency within a given purchaser-supplier relationship, the type of product is a significant factor. For instance, specialised knowledge and expertise that a small supplier, operating a niche market, may possess can potentially ameliorate its position against a LPO (Lamming and Harrison, 2001). The fact still remains though that competitive power is a crucial issue when examining a LPO – small supplier (like an EMS) relationship. LPOs are in a position to use their power and make demands on performance requirements that leave the small supplier in a strenuous position (Saunders, 1997). LPOs can use the supply chain as a way of transferring costs, stocks and hence risk to smaller suppliers (Turnbull, 1991), whose workforce bear most heavily the impact of this power asymmetry (Scarbrough, 2000). Conversely, vendors particularly those facing resource constraints and being dependent on a few LPOs, like small suppliers/EMSs, have to specialise their products to the purchasers' needs (Monczka *et al*., 1995) and forego other opportunities.

Trust, like power, is a multifaceted construct. Sako (1992) for instance distinguishes between contractual trust, goodwill trust and competence trust. It is regarded as a significant resource that grants access to information, financial and intellectual capital, support and advice and has received considerable attention from researchers of supply chain relationships. For suppliers, experiential learning through interfacing with purchasers is a crucial factor in gaining new knowledge and skills and new products and processes, as it gives access to critical routines underpinning such development activities (Croom & Batchelor, 1997; Croom, 2001). In this respect, direct involvement activities between purchasers and suppliers may provide opportunities for improving communication processes, engendering trust and creating closer, collaborative relationships (Hahn *et al*., 1990, Langfield-Smith & Greenwood, 1998). However, the mainstream literature on power and trust fails to recognise the impact that owner-manager’s motivations and behavioural characteristics may have on the relationship. Relationships are socially embedded and lifestyle goals can lead to preferences that are at odds with received wisdom (Morissey & Pittaway, 2006). As Möllering (2003, p. 38) puts it, “the more buyer-supplier relations are understood as socially embedded processes rather than in terms of a cost function, the more pressing becomes the need to move away from overly deterministic approaches”. Harland *et al*., (2004) argue that “a failure to recognise the complexity and fragility of trust make direct questioning about trust an unreliable approach to research”.

in various industries and be part of different supply chains. Political, legal, economic, social and technological forces at work in these industries represent a dynamic cluster of variables that influence each other reciprocally, affecting actors and supply chains embedded in different networks. Zheng *et al*., (1998), Lamming et. al. (2000) and Harla. (2001) in their conceptual framework for the creation and operation of supply networks highlighted four contextual factors that may have a crucial bearing: market environment, product and process, network structure and focal firm network structure.
Commitment is presented as a threefold construct, including investment in the trading partner, affective commitment and the expectation of the relationship extending into the future (Kumar et al., 1995). Prahinski & Benton (2004) define supplier’s commitment as “the degree to which the supplier feels obligated to continue business with a particular buying firm”. There appears to be an interrelation between commitment and trust, where increased levels of trust increase a firm’s commitment to the relationship and vice versa (e.g. Kumar et al., 1995; Hausman, 2001). Supplier development activities vary in terms of the level of purchasing organisation’s commitment to the supplier development, from enforced competition among suppliers, to increased volume-allocation incentives, to direct involvement through training/education of supplier’s personnel (Krause, 1997, Krause & Ellram, 1997a, b). Moreover, the purchaser’s strategic perspective towards supplier’s performance and perceptions of the supplier’s commitment positively influence the purchaser’s commitment to the supplier (Krause, 1999; Krause et al., 2000). If supplier diversity efforts are to be successful, commitment by both purchasers and suppliers is requisite. Research on supplier diversity (Pearson et al., 1993; Krause et al., 1999) points out the significance of commitment to the success of EMS inclusion/improvement schemes. This requires both parties’ top management support, commitment of resources, conducive intra-organisational relationships, and for LPOs a willingness to work with supplier diversity intermediaries (CIPS, 2005; CRE, 2006).

Krause & Ellram’s (1997) study on success factors in supplier development reports that purchasers exhibiting a collaborative behaviour - manifested in a proactive attitude regarding suppliers’ performance5, input of resources into their supplier development efforts and a willingness to share information with their suppliers - are more likely to achieve superior results. “Formal evaluation results to the supplier, use of a supplier certification programme, site visits to the supplier, visits to the buying firm by the supplier’s representatives, supplier recognition, training and education of the supplier’s personnel and investment in the supplier’s operation” are all contributing factors (ibid). The results of their study suggest that purchasing organisations may be able to improve vendors’ performance considerably by expecting more from them, communicating those expectations and engaging actively in their effort. Regarding supplier selection, De Boer et al. (2001) after reviewing the literature on attendant decision methods conclude that research insofar has been largely concentrated on the most visible element, the choice phase, whilst the preceding phases relating to problem definition, criteria formulation and qualification have received much less attention.

Effective bilateral communication is a crucial aspect of purchaser-supplier relationships and performance (Carter & Miller, 1989; Heide & Miner, 1992; Krause, 1999; Li et al., 2003, Humphreys et al., 2004) that has been described as “the glue that hold together a channel of distribution” (Mohr & Nevin, 1990 in Prahinski & Benton, 2004, p. 41). Reviewing the relevant literature Prahinski and Benton (2004) state that inter-firm communication is a multifaceted concept, dimensions of which include: indirect influence strategy, content, medium, timeliness and frequency, number of buyer-supplier contacts, feedback, and formality. Timely, frequent and formal communication, with a large number of contacts between the two organisations, and an inclination to share proprietary information are all

---

5 A ‘proactive’ attitude refers to the suppliers proclivity to anticipate and prevent supplier’s capability and performance problems
characteristics fostering supplier development (Krause & Ellram, 1997). In respect of the latter, transparency in the exchange of information between purchaser and supplier is deemed as a crucial element (Lamming et al., 2001). In the same line, inclusive decision making and problem sharing require effective communication (Galt & Dale, 1991). This is based on trust and conversely, poor communication has been cited as a major barrier to the development of trust between the two parties and may militate against strong relationships and supplier development (Lascelles & Dale, 1989; Landeros et al., 1995; Krause & Ellram, 1997; Langfield-Smith & Greenwood, 1998). Specifically in supplier diversity context, communication has been identified as a key factor by Pearson et al. (1993) and Krause et al. (1999). Communication failures may often result from lack of clear specifications from purchaser to supplier and failure to communicate dissatisfaction with the other party (Langfield-Smith & Greenwood, 1998). In that respect, the supplier evaluation communication process could be a determinant factor on a buyer-supplier relationship and supplier’s commitment (Prahinski & Benton, 2004).

Sharing compatible values is crucial for successful relationships (Lambert et al., 1996). One of the purchaser-supplier interface pitfalls highlighted by Handfield et al. (2000) is poor cultural alignment. Setting expectation and communicating effectively quality criteria to the supplying firm is required in order to align their business culture. Handfield et al. (2000) suggest the use of a road map as a way to spur purchaser-supplier cultural alignment. Furthermore, establishing metrics and timelines that provide a basis for follow-up and joint problem solving is critical to a thriving relationship. Heines (1996) argues that supplier coordination relates to purchaser’s activities aimed at moulding their suppliers into a common way of working, in order to obtain competitive advantage, especially by eliminating inter-firm waste. Working to common quality standards, using the same paperwork system, sharing transport and using inter-firm communication platforms such as EDI are all coordinating means. Furthermore, technical and industry differences between purchaser and supplier may influence the ability to introduce new processes and practices to the latter and may affect further the willingness of the supplier’s workers to accept new methods (Langfield-Smith & Greenwood, 1998). LPOs may need to modify their expectations and conversely EMSs may need to consider whether they need to adjust their own position to accommodate LPO’s requests that could strengthen their relationship. Moreover, closely linked to examining inter-firm relationships is the assessment of eight networking activities ‘partner selection’, ‘resource integration’, information processing’, knowledge capture’, ‘social co-ordination’, ‘risk and benefit sharing’, decision making’, ‘conflict resolution’(Zheng et al., 1998; Lamming et al., 2000; Johnsen et al. 2000; Harland et al., 2001) and ‘motivation’ (Harland et al., 2004). There is considerable correspondence between the relationship characteristics discussed above, and the content of these network activities. Harland et al. (2001) submit four distinct categories of supply networks, based on two dimensions; the degree of supply network dynamics and the degree of focal firm supply network interference. They argue that the challenge for managers is to identify which type of supply network they are in and apply networking activities accordingly. In the light of the above, the strategic merits of closer inter-organisational relationships, the ability to build such relationships and the impact of relational capabilities on product and process capabilities take centre stage in supply chain management. Hence, if small firms and EMSs in particular are to supply LPOs, they have to develop relational capabilities that enable the improvement of product/process capabilities. Studies in the manufacturing
sector support this contention (Croom, 2001; Macpherson 2001; Macpherson & Wilson, 2003). However, on this point Prahinski & Benton (2004) note that commitment is a key facet, as cooperative efforts from the purchaser’s side, aiming at strengthening the inter-firm relationship, do not necessarily translate to supplier’s improved performance, unless the supplier is earnestly committed. Table 1 below refers to requisite relational and process/product supply capabilities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capabilities</th>
<th>Indicative types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relational Capabilities</td>
<td>Commitment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Problem-solving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Attitudinal Flexibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cultural empathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Capabilities</td>
<td>Benchmarking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technological</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Continuous improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Process Flexibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Process Innovativeness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good/Service Capabilities</td>
<td>Quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for existing/new products</td>
<td>Speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dependability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flexibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cost</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Adapted from Macpherson and Wilson, 2003

Table 1. Required Supplier Capabilities

In respect of capabilities, Hahn et al. (1990) provide a different categorisation, as to product and process capabilities (they do not address the relational set). The extent to which a supplier development/supplier diversity programme contains clear-cut phases - where each phase aims at developing a different set of capabilities - is largely determined by the level of development and sophistication found in the industrial sectors in question. In Hahn et al.’s (1990) study, the American firms did not have to go through the formal stages of supplier development. Their industries were well developed and the initial supplier selection process had already eliminated most of the poor suppliers. The next section sets out a conceptual framework which can be used as a relationship assessment tool to examine and manage the conduciveness of the LPO-EMS relationship to EMS learning and supply capabilities development.
4. Developing a relationship assessment and management framework

The above discussion on interaction factors affecting the purchaser-supplier relationship highlights key influencers that have to be considered in building a conceptual framework. This would provide crucial issues for investigation in a systematic way and constitute a relationship assessment and management tool. An array of relationship models that have been developed insofar was examined. Among these, Lamming et al.’s (1996) RAP model for assessing relationships between purchasers and suppliers stands out. The barycentre of their analysis and discussion is the dyadic relationship, as a separate entity, where the state of these relationship facets is a product of the buyer-supplier dynamic interaction. Their model has been influential in that it brings in sharp focus the purchaser-supplier inter-organisational relationship characteristics, providing a systematic way to examine the relationship context within which EMS learning takes place.

However, Lamming et al.’s (1996) work is designed to assess the compatibility between the assessment criteria used by the purchasing organisation and the development stage of the relationship. Although they acknowledge that “intra-company development should be combined with inter-company development” to improve competitiveness (p. 176), their conception does not address how inter-organisational relationship facets underpin the supplier’s learning processes and - development of subsequent - dynamic capabilities.

Figure 1 illustrates our partial, tentative conceptualisation of the factors impacting on the LPO – EMS relationship and points out some of the key relationship facets that require development and active management in order to foster EMS learning and supply capabilities development.

We have altered substantially their model in terms of content and configuration of constructs. The enablers mediating constructs Resource Commitment and Contact Frequency Type are now part of our ‘Relationship Facets’ category as Commitment and Communication respectively, which characterise a given relationship. In accordance with Harland et al. (2004) we believe that assigning causation and denoting antecedent constructs is problematic, as for instance Contact Frequency and Type could be both an antecedent and outcome of Problem Solving. On these grounds we eschew illustrating monocausal relationships.

Also, the constructs Closeness and Relationship Depth have been omitted and instead we introduce the constructs Trust, Commitment, Communication, Cooperation, Coordination, Cultural Alignment and Risk and Benefits as relationship facets, which emanate from our foregoing discussion and cover aspects of the original constructs Closeness and Relationship Depth. These are situated within the shaded central elliptical area, bounded by the intermittent line. They are all mutually influencing, moderated by Power and Dependency, which are included in the outer elliptical area, but also affected by, and to some extent impinge on, the preliminary influencing factors Competitive Priorities, Internal Relationships, Available Resources, Order Size and Type, and buyer’s ‘Purchasing Abilities’ and supplier’s ‘Marketing Abilities’, which are posited within the rectangular domains to the left and right of the elliptical areas. This schema has to be viewed in light of the external operating environment, both the immediate micro (competitors, customers, suppliers etc.) and remote (political, economic, technological and legal) impacting forces.
Figure 1. LPO-EMS Relationship Assessment & Management Framework
(©Theodorakopoulos & Ram, 2007)

Logic suggests that the higher the Commitment, the more intensive the Communication efforts, the higher the level of Cooperation, the greater the degree of Cultural Alignment, the more complete the engagement in Problem Solving, the greater the Sharing of Risks and Benefits between the parts involved in the dyadic relationship, i.e. the LPO and the EMS, the stronger their relationship. A strong relationship then is achieved by focusing on and
managing these facets. Conceivably, an assessment of their relationship should consider the nature and form of these factors, and their interrelation. Following from this a strong relationship between a LPO and an EMS require relational capabilities that address the aforementioned relationship facets, which underpin EMS learning capabilities, which in turn influence positively the development of supply capabilities, requisite for performance and competitiveness enhancement. Given that EMSs are predominantly fairly small firms, usually with limited resources and product mix, considering the LPO-EMS relationship in a relatively unitary sense does not disregard the caveats expressed by Harland et al. (2004) against viewing dyadic relationships as singular and uniform.

We propound that the relational capability of managing these facets constitutes a dynamic capability (Hamel & Prahalad, 1994) in its own right for both the LPO and the EMS, as it enables the latter to learn and develop process and product supply capabilities, which in turn enhance the innovativeness and competitiveness of both parties. We argue that this tentative conceptualisation retains the flexibility of allowing for consideration of a number of possible relationship types within variant sectors and enables a comparison of perception of relationship strength by LPOs and EMSs by providing a structured frame of reference, animating discussion and research. While the submitted framework is perhaps more suitable for assessing established purchaser-supplier relationships, it could be useful for pointing out, and alerting both parties - LPOs and EMSs - to issues that have a profound impact on the development of their relationship and arguably merit a proactive stance, depending always on the level of collaboration pursued by both parties.

5. Avenues for operationalisation

While much of the published research considers inter-firm relationships from the purchaser’s perspective, there is a need to consider important issues in the development of these relationships from both the supplier and the buyer perspective (Langfield-Smith & Greenwood, 1998) and examine their impact on supplier’s capability building and innovative behaviour. Prahinski & Benton (2004) argue that there are no studies that have examined the supplier’s perspective of the purchasing firm’s communication on supplier’s performance. Perhaps Dunn & Young’s (2004) study constitutes a bright exception. Indeed, there is a need for research that examines the intensity, duration, frequency and effectiveness of the various supplier development strategies, their impact on the relationship between purchaser and supplier and related benefits. In the same vein, there is a need to look at both sides of the purchaser-supplier dyad in order to provide balance and insight into how suppliers perceive supplier diversity and development. As Forker et al. (1999) maintain, checks on perceptual congruence between purchasers and vendors will help either revisiting an ineffective programme or enhancing understanding of an effective one, with positive impact on their relationship. Focus should be on how effective LPOs’ communication efforts are, how much effort they actually devote to supplier diversity/development, and whether the LPOs’ efforts to increase the EMSs’ supply capabilities and performance constitute an enabling factor or a hindrance from the EMSs’ perspective. On these grounds, a longitudinal study that examines the effects of supplier diversity/development efforts on the purchaser-supplier relationship and performance would be worthwhile (Krause, 1997, Krause & Ellram, 1997, Krause et al., 2000). Dunn & Young’s (2004) study does not deal with minority suppliers but is a step in this direction. The fact that we are specifically dealing with EMSs renders this argument more compelling,
as there is a pressing need to better understand the processes underlying relational and supply capabilities and assist EMSs breakout to mainstream markets.

A significant problem militating against a cohesive body of knowledge is that even prior studies that are not concerned specifically with EMSs are based on empirical research which addresses the theme of inter-organisational relationships only partially. Harland et al. (2004, p.220) note that “purchasing studies tend to be based in the manufacturing sector, and the majority of service management and marketing studies focus on relations within individual consumers…The former tend to neglect service-based relations, the latter tend to neglect business-to-business relations and both have yet to address adequately supply to the public sector”. This is reminiscent of De Boer et al. (2001) contention that most of the literature on purchasing decision methods lies within the manufacturing ambit. It is noteworthy that Krause & Scannel’s (2002) findings indicate that service firms tend to rely on the competitive pressure of market forces to instigate supplier performance to a greater extent than goods-based businesses, which tend to use assessment, incentives and direct involvement to a greater extent than service firms. Given the importance of the service sector, research that deals with the specifics of decision methods in service supplier selection and development within a supplier diversity context would be worthwhile.

Moreover, in congruence with Harland et al. (2004), De Boer et al. (2001) identify Government procurement as a particularly interesting area for researching the suitability of decision methods for supplier selection, given the necessity to warrant public purchasing decisions and the attendant European Union regulations. Ram & Smallbone (2003) argue that there are ways to assist EMSs to access public sector contracts, without infringing EU rules. This is an area that certainly requires attention from practitioners, researchers and policy makers. While there is evidence that some local authorities acknowledge the supplier diversity concept as ‘good practice’ (Ram & Smallbone, 2001) the experience of pioneer initiatives such as the Haringey Council and West Midlands SME procurement pilots indicate considerable challenges (OGC, 2005). Thus, applying the relationship assessment and management framework illustrated in Figure 1 in situations where the LPO is public sector organisation appears a promising avenue of research.

Finally, much of the research effort in supply chain relationships focuses on successful ones and best practices rather than average or failed relationships. Yet, as Harland et al. (2004) affirm, studying negative occurrences provides the opportunity to learn from mistakes. Hence, while it is important to examine the applicability of the framework in contexts of successful LPO-EMS relationships, we also need to consider how well it holds in ‘negative’ instances.

6. Conclusion

Supplier diversity initiatives can function as platforms for EMSs strategic learning (Theodorakopoulos et al., 2005; Theodorakopoulos & Ram, 2006) and the scant research in supplier diversity underscores the importance of relationship factors to the success of supplier diversity/development programmes (e.g. Pearson et al., 1993). However, purchaser-supplier relationship management as a vehicle for enhancing EMSs learning and supply capabilities has not been examined to any length within the context of supplier diversity.

Hence, the aim of this chapter was to consider the characteristics of the relationship between LPO and EMS that enable or constrain such learning. Our emerging tentative
conceptualisation holds that the development of supplier diversity programmes can potentially cultivate a relationship between LPO and EMS, which influences positively the latter’s learning, often involving knowledge transfer from the LPO to the EMS. This in turn has a positive effect on the development of EMS supply capabilities and the enhancement of both parties’ competitiveness. The proffered relationship assessment and management framework portrayed in Figure 1 brings in sharp focus the characteristics of the relationship between LPO and EMS, providing a systematic way to examine the inter-organisational context within which EMS learning takes place. We purport that the relational capability of managing these facets constitutes a dynamic capability (Hamel and Prahalad, 1994) in its own right for both the LPO and the EMS, as it enables the latter to learn and develop process and product supply capabilities, which in turn enhance the innovativeness and competitiveness of both parties.

Finally, the relationship assessment and management framework submitted could signpost future research, policy making and practice in this domain. Given the paucity of research in supplier diversity, examining the learning potency of LPOs-EMSs relationships by applying the proffered framework can help both parties engaging with supplier diversity to develop fruitful relationships that enhance their competitiveness. With regard to future research avenues, a multiple-case study focusing on LPOs-EMSs dyadic relationships, cutting across different sectors and considering both purchasers’ and suppliers’ perspectives would be apropos. Moreover, a longitudinal, processual dimension is necessary to provide opportunities to examine the dynamics underlying the development of potent inter-firm relationships in a variety of settings, including negative instances. Important issues for investigation relate to LPOs purchasing and EMSs supplying paradigms, policies and practices that influence positively and negatively the relationship facets displayed in the framework and in turn the effect of these characteristics on EMSs learning, supply capabilities development and overall competitiveness.
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Traditionally supply chain management has meant factories, assembly lines, warehouses, transportation vehicles, and time sheets. Modern supply chain management is a highly complex, multidimensional problem set with virtually endless number of variables for optimization. An Internet enabled supply chain may have just-in-time delivery, precise inventory visibility, and up-to-the-minute distribution-tracking capabilities. Technology advances have enabled supply chains to become strategic weapons that can help avoid disasters, lower costs, and make money. From internal enterprise processes to external business transactions with suppliers, transporters, channels and end-users marks the wide range of challenges researchers have to handle. The aim of this book is at revealing and illustrating this diversity in terms of scientific and theoretical fundamentals, prevailing concepts as well as current practical applications.
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